Unlock classroom potential with Brydge and OtterBox
PARK CITY (June 26, 2018) – Tablets have unlocked new and exciting opportunities for learning. With
the ever-changing demands on ICT within education, a solution that lowers total cost of ownership and
provides a traditional computing experience is paramount. Brydge and OtterBox have partnered together
to create an amazingly versatile tablet and keyboard solution for the classroom, available now during this
critical time for 2018/2019 purchasing decisions.
Apple’s new 9.7-inch iPad is a powerful and affordable education solution. With a redesigned iWork suite,
the Schoolwork app, Apple Pencil support, and 10 hours of battery life on a single-charge, it’s been
designed especially for use in schools. Paired with a Brydge 9.7 keyboard and OtterBox uniVERSE case,
it truly is the ultimate in protected productivity for the classroom.
About the Brydge 9.7
The only keyboard to bring a MacBook-like experience to the iPad. Precision engineered out of highgrade aluminum, the Brydge 9.7 takes the style cues of the iPad and forms the perfect keyboard,
creating the ultimate mobile learning and productivity device.
• Versatile viewing angles from 0-180° through a strong patented hinge
• A natural tactile typing experience that delivers the feel, sound, and response you expect with only
1.2mm’s of travel on the keys
• 3 levels of LED Backlit keys that provide the ultimate typing experience in low to no light conditions
• 100% aluminum for extra strength and durability
• A top row of dedicated iOS special function keys for quick shortcuts
• Compatible with the NEW 9.7" iPad 6th Gen (2018), 5th Gen iPad (2017), iPad Pro 9.7", iPad Air
2 and iPad Air 1.
Find out more >
About the OtterBox uniVERSE case
• Trusted OtterBox protection
• Seamlessly integrates with the Brydge 9.7 keyboard
• Synthetic rubber interior with engineered ribbing to help absorb shock
• Hard polycarbonate exterior engineered to survive drops, scuffs and scrapes
• Compatible with a universe of accessories including card readers, backup batteries and more
• Available for iPad Pro 9.7, iPad Pro 10.5, iPad 6th Gen and iPad 5th Gen.
Find out more >
About Brydge
Brydge believes in a seamless connection to the world around us; unlocking potential, enabling freedom
and unleashing the digital nomad within everyone. Brydge has quickly set the new benchmark for tablet
keyboards, being recognized by industry and customers alike, and amassed a cult following around the
world. Combining sleek design, 100% aluminum body and market leading features, each Brydge
keyboard turns the Apple iPad and Microsoft Surface into a true laptop replacement. Brydge has gained
design and innovation awards, from being named a three-time CES Innovation Award Honoree (2016,
2017 and 2018) to receiving a coveted Red Dot Design Award and recently a GOOD Design award. For
more information please visit brydge.com, or connect with Brydge on Instagram, Facebook or Twitter.
About OtterBox
OtterBox innovates bold products that deliver confidence and trust in any pursuit. From its humble
beginnings with a drybox in a Fort Collins, Colorado garage, OtterBox has honed and leveraged its
expertise in manufacturing and design to become the No. 1-selling smartphone case brand in the U.S.
and a leader in rugged outdoor lifestyle products.
At the center of every OtterBox innovation is a deeper goal to effect positive, lasting change. In
partnership with the OtterCares Foundation, OtterBox grows to give back by inspiring kids to change the

world through entrepreneurship and philanthropy. To learn more about this mission, visit
otterbox.com/givingback.
For more information, visit otterbox.com.
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